
No category theme

1 physics How to generate more electricity with electromagnetic induction

2 physics Dynamic friction coefficient due to the wet surface

3 physics The experiment on liquefaction dur to different particle diameters

4 chemistry Absorption of chlorine from tap water with bamboo coal

5 chemistry The difference of electric pressure due to the color of dye-sensitised solar cell

6 chemistry Synthesis of artificial ruby

7 biology The feeding habit and the extermination of bluegill in Pond A in Joetsu

8 biology The inhabiting situation of freshwater bivalve at waterway of Sabaishi River

9 mathematics The simulation of infection model for influenza

10 Report of Exchange Tour in Korea

We held the research project presentations on February 3rd at Kashiwazaki Artforet. Students from

2-1 talked about the results of their research projects which they had been working on since last April.

We also had a report presentation in English from students who visited Korea last December. This time,

we had many questions from the audience, which made the presentation even more meaningful. The SSH

advisors and guests gave us a high evaluation on our research projects.
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Synthesis of artificial ruby

Feeding habitat and extermination of bluegill Audience Poster sessions

 I was a member of the student council in my junior high school, so I thought I was used to speaking in front of people. However,

I was so nervous at the presentation that my voice was shaking and I couldn’t see the front. I practiced a lot and had a good

presentation.

 It was difficult to explain about our research project easily. I couldn’t give good answers to the unexpected questions.

 I was satisfied that I could present about the compilation of this one year. I will try hard on the English presentation.

Feedbacks from presenters

・ Every presentation was interesting. They were based on what we learned in the normal chemistry, biology and physics classes,

which helps our deeper understanding of the class. Some groups did a good job answering the question properly.

・ Many students changed the inflection of their voices, which made it easier for us to understand. Slides and expressions were also

effective.

Feedbacks from audience


